T-SHIRT LAUNCHER INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL

INTRODUCTION
The CONFETTISHOTS T-shirt launcher is the handiest and simplest T-shirt launcher on the market. It works with either manual or electric
CO2 refill and can shot 1, 2 or even 3 T-shirts at once at 20-30 meters.
Thanks to its bigger diameter (65mm), you can easily and quickly fill up the T-shirts .
Key features:
• Easy mechanism and quick refill by changing the CO2 charge.
• Works with either manual or electric CO2 refills
• Add your publicity or company name/logo thanks to its removable pannel
• Bigger diameter tube simplifying the T-shirts refill
Our T-shirt launcher is already delivered with the removable pannel in blank where you can add your logo or company name by simply
sticking it on the pannel.

OPERATION:
1-

Make sure that both plastic nuts nº 1 are unscrewed. Then insert the CO2 gas can refill inside the base of the launcher (see
below):

2- Fix this CO2 gas can by screwing the 2 plastic nuts nº 1
3- Screw plastic nut nº 2 is only a security screw to prevent from accidental shooting.

4- Fold and roll the T-shirts so that they can be inserted smoothly. If you’re willing a long distance shot (on outdoors or big stages)
you must then tie the T-shirts with a tape or similar so that they don’t get unrolled and thus slowing your shot.

If on the contrary you’re shooting on a small stage, you shouldn’t tape the T-shirts. Thus, the T-shirts will open when shot and
they will fall down much closer.
5- Insert the T-shirts inside the launcher.
6- Unscrew plastic nut nº 2 (security lock) when you wish to shot.
7- Hold the launcher tightly with one hand and with the other hand, rotate/twist the Gas can to the left (counter-clockwise).
You can remove the publicity logo panel by unscrewing the clamps. You can purchase extra publicity panels if you wish to use them with
different logos, etc.

USING T-SHIRT LAUNCHER WITH AN E-SHOT MACHINE.

You can also use our T-shirt launcher with the E-Shot machine by using the electric Gas can refill

Follow same steps from nº 1 to nº 6, and then connect the small plastic plug of the Electric gas can refill to your E-shot machine (either
220V or wireless 12V versions). You must insert the electric wire of the gas refill inside the groove of the launcher tube, so that to avoid to
pinch it.
Then proceed with the shooting instructions detailed on E-shot operation manual.
Important notice:
When using the T-shirt launcher with an E-shot machine, you will need the Extra base which provides more stability to the E-shot
unit so that to avoid that the launcher falls down.

CAUTION:
Keep it away from children
Never point the T-shirt launcher to someone or something. Keep a security distance of at least 3 meters from the launcher when shooting
T-shirts.
Although this launcher is thought to shot T-shirts, you can also use it for other purposes proceeding safely. It has been tested with foam
balls, socks, and other small gadgets.

